Talentstream Supply & Demand
Workforce data at your fingertips

Take the guesswork out of sourcing strategy
Talentstream Supply & Demand is a combination of CareerBuilder job seeker resumes, as well as workforce data from government sources and job postings from aggregators across the web. All of these data points are compiled into one powerful web portal to improve your sourcing tactics.

Only Talentstream Supply & Demand gives you the comprehensive data you need to uncover the markets with the most skilled candidates for your open positions. Set the right expectations with hiring managers and other stakeholders in the recruitment process by providing insights into the best places to recruit.

Plan where to focus your recruitment efforts
Today’s talent is spread all over the country, and it can be very difficult to attract candidates for your open positions. With detailed data covering the U.S. (down to the zip code level), Talentstream Supply & Demand serves up actionable intelligence on marketplace competition, compensation and candidate demographics like education and years of experience. Build a smarter search using keywords like job title or skill that match a candidate’s preferred terms. Heat maps within Talentstream Supply & Demand will show you exactly where candidates are searching and where companies are posting jobs. These maps will help point to the markets where you can be most successful in attracting candidates through job postings or resume database searches.

See how your job requirements compare to the current marketplace
While it is important to understand where candidates are searching for jobs and how fierce competition may be to find those candidates, you also need to verify that your job description is optimized to meet the demands of the candidate market. Benchmarking your openings against data in Talentstream Supply & Demand will enable you to get in front of the right candidates, faster.

Based on your search query, our tool will review candidate resumes and other postings to show you the most common job titles used, so you can tailor expectations to what’s available in the marketplace. Our compensation data feature will also help to benchmark your wages against competitor salaries to see where you stand locally and nationwide.

The data available in Talentstream Supply & Demand can paint a big picture, show a specific gap or illustrate trends over time. This information enables companies to make tactical recruitment decisions about how and where to recruit.

Features:
- **Keyword Search**
  Search by keyword, job title or skill on a city, metro area, state or national level

- **Compensation Data**
  See how your offered compensation compares to the marketplace

- **Heat Maps**
  See where jobs are posted versus where candidates are located

- **Top Job Posters**
  Identify the companies that are competing for your talent

- **Demographic Data**
  Review demographic data of available candidates like years of experience to set better expectations

- **Hiring Indicator**
  See how easy or difficult it will be to source your positions based on marketplace trends

- **Custom Reporting**
  Export your findings to PDF or Excel and have saved search results emailed to you

- **Staffing Industry-Exclusive Tools**
  Leverage data to generate sales leads and consult clients with labor market trends
Visualize current workforce activity in your markets
Understand the crucial role data plays in uncovering the markets with the most skilled candidates to fill your open positions faster

Contact your representative today, or visit HIRING.CAREERBUILDER.COM

Talentstream Supply & Demand is part of the Talentstream Technologies suite of solutions that bring together all the tools you need to manage the entire recruitment process.